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QUANTAMENTAL
IN THE
NEWS
Chiron co- founders Ryan Caldwell and Enrico

Gaglioti discuss Quantamental, the growth of

Chiron, and more on Mornings with Maria on Fox

Business News.

WATCH THE VIDEO
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Listen to the
May Podcast

Sign up for access to:

Monthly portfolio
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Printable charts
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Data, analysis, and
more
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Introduction
to Chiron

Ryan Caldwell

introduces the �rm and

its mission.

WATCH NOW    

2min 18sec
MORE ABOUT OUR PROCESS

VIDEOS

The
Quantamenta
Process

Get insight into our

unique and

differentiated

investment process.

WATCH NOW    
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MORE ABOUT METRICS

01:43

OUR PEOPLE

Enrico Gaglioti
Co-Founder and Chief Executive O�cer

MEET OUR TEAM

• • • • •

QUANTAMENTAL

https://chironim.com/investment-process
https://chironim.com/investment-process/
https://vimeo.com/194069455
https://chironim.com/team


Kirsten Pickens, Head of Distribution, Phone: 913.553.2220

Chiron Investment
Management: Territory Map

Internal Sales Desk: info@chironim.com
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The Chiron
3D Report

Learn about our

quarterly guide to

Domain, Dispersion,

and Dispute.
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Site Terms of Use

Chiron Investment Management, LLC is a registered

investment adviser.

Chiron Investment Management is an active manager

that uses a variety of analytical tools and market

“signposts” that inform its investment decision

making process. The materials contained herein are

provided for illustrative purposes only and are not

intended to constitute “investment advice” or an

investment recommendation within the meaning of

the federal, state, or local securities laws. These charts

contain historical market data only and do not re�ect

actions that were or might have been taken, by the

Chiron Investment Management team, if faced with

similar data inputs. You are solely responsible for

evaluating and acting upon the information contained

in these materials, if you choose to act on them

without the involvement of Chiron Investment

Management as your adviser. Chiron Investment

Management will not be liable for any direct or

incidental damages or losses resulting from applying

any of the information obtained from these materials

or from any other source mentioned. Chiron

Investment Management does not render any legal,

tax or accounting advice and the educational and

market information contained in this material should

not be construed as such. Please consult with a

quali�ed professional for advice in these disciplines.

 

The variables selected for use in the computations

shown are for illustrative and educational purposes

only and were selected in the sole opinion of Chiron
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Investment Management and may change without

notice at any time.

The views and opinions expressed herein are those of

the author and are subject to change without notice.

This material has been distributed for informational

purposes only and should not be considered as

investment advice or a recommendation of any

particular security, strategy or investment product.

The investment strategy and themes discussed herein

may be unsuitable for investors depending on their

speci�c investment objectives and �nancial situation.

Any statistics and Information contained herein have

been obtained from sources believed to be reliable,

but the accuracy of the information cannot be

guaranteed. Forward-looking statements are not

guarantees of future results. They involve risks,

uncertainties and assumptions, there can be no

assurance that actual results will not differ materially

from expectations. Past performance is no guarantee

of future results. No part of this material may be

reproduced in any form, or referred to in any other

publication, without express written permission from

Chiron Investment Management, LLC.

© 2019 Chiron Investment Management, LLC. All

rights reserved.


